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Funders often have specific
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funded authors need to
consider when publishing.
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Check your open
access options using the
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Common requirements:
Funder Acknowledgement
Data Accessibility Statement
Rights Retention
Specific licences (e.g. CC BY)
A Green OA embargo limit
An EPMC deposit

If you're Plan S funded
use Journal Checker
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requirements and templates.
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OA Charges
Open access may come
with an 'article processing
charge' or APC.
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However an APC may
not need to be paid if
an acceptable OA
self-archiving
option is available.
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OA Embargo
Green OA has no cost.
Publishers often only allow
the deposited manuscript to
be viewed after an embargo.

Covering costs
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the costs?

UKRI, Wellcome, CRUK &
BHF have APC block
grants held at Oxford.
Other funders have alternate
methods for payment. See
our funder page for info.

Certain funders have limits on
how long an embargo can be.
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Need Funds?
Need Help?

If you do not have funds from
an Oxford block grant nor
applicable publisher agreement,
your options are:
>Alternative funders.
>Your department.
>Other funds available to
academics in your field.
> Explore the self-archiving
route as a no-cost alternative.

If you are planning to publish
using a publisher agreement
OR one of Oxford's block
grants please contact the
Helpdesk if you need
more information.

Submit your article to the publisher (use your @ox.ac.uk email address)
Remember to include the rights retention text if required

Article is accepted by the publisher for publication

Sign
Publisher
Agreement

No matter how you publish OA,
you should always act on
acceptance and archive your
manuscript into ORA.
Some funders require that a
copy of the manuscript be
deposited into Europe
PubMed Central within a
specified timescale.
Some journals will do this
on the researcher's behalf
but it's best to check!

When signing check
which licence your
work will be published
with. Many funders
require CC BY
attribution licence.
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manuscript in
repository

Article is published on publisher's website

Congratulations!
Your article is now
open access.
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